What Was the Detroit Geographical Expedition and What is its Relevance Now?

GWENDOLYN WARREN AND CINDI KATZ

IN CONVERSATION

OCT 16, 2014, 5:30 PM TO 7:30 PM
ROOM 4102, CUNY GRADUATE CENTER

Join us for a conversation about the Detroit Geographical Expedition and Institute (1968-72), a radical project of community-based collaborative scholar activism and liberatory education, with Gwendolyn Warren, the project’s co-director, and Professor Cindi Katz.
The event will also feature an activist gallery of community collaborators.

Cosponsored by The Public Science Project, Advanced Research Collaborative (ARC), Antipode Foundation, Critical Social and Environmental Psychology Program, the Doctoral Program in Earth and Environmental Sciences, Center for Human Environments and The Center for the Humanities.

For more info see: www.publicscienceproject.org